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Remark to the Ergodic Decomposition
of Measures
By

Hiroaki SHIMOMURA*

§ 1.

Introduction

Let (X, 33, jLt) be a measure space and SI be a sub-ff-field of S3. A family
{<"*} xt=x of probability measures on S3, indexed by x is called a system of conditional probabilities with respect to SI or a disintegration of p. with respect to
SI if it has the following properties, namely
(a)

V

.#e33, the function x\->vx(B) is Si-measurable and

(b)
In general, disintegrations of p. with respect to SI do not exist. (See an example
in the later discussions.) However, if (X, 33) is standard (that is, the measurable
space (X, S3) is isomorphic to (7, S3r), where Y is a Polish space and S3r is the
Borel a-field of Y), then a disintegration of any probability measures on S3
exists for all SI (cS3). (For example, see [1].) If a disintegration of p. with
respect to SI exists, then for any fixed ^eSl, /f(A)=xA(x) holds for ^-a.e.x,
where ZA is the indicator function of A. Especially for any fixed >4e8l, ju>*(A)
takes only the values 0 or 1 for #-a.e.x. A strengthening form of this result is
as follows.
(c) For /*-a.e.x, ff takes only the values 0 or 1 on SI.
If a disintegration {&*} xex of p. with respect to SI satisfies (c), then it is called
an ergodic decomposition. The following fact is known for the ergodic decomposition.
Theorem. Let (X, 33) be a standard space, {SIM} (n= 1, 2, ~-)bea decreasing
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sequence of countably generated sub-o'-fields of 33 and Sl= fl ~.i §l«- Then for
any probability measure ju, on S3, the disintegration of p. with respect to SI is
ergodic.
For the proof, see [2] or [3],
However even in a standard space, taking a suitable sub-cr-field SI there does
exist a probability measure whose disintegration with respect to SI is non
ergodic. The purpose of this note is to give such an example.
§ 2e Examples
Let R°° be the countable direct product of R9 $B(J2°°) be the Borel 0-field on
M°° and ^ be the standard Lebesgue measure on (0, 1]. Take 0<j<l/2, and
using indicator function XUik(r) of the intervals ((fc— !)/«, k/n] (n=l929 -•-,
fc=l, 2, -=,72) define a map ^}=(<t>h(r)\ from (0, 1] to R°* such that 0A(r)=
(»f **iJk(r)+lVT, if h=T~l n(n-l}+k (l^fc^/i). Then,
(1)

(WW0^2(i^/fi+l)£4.

Jo

Hence for all a=(aJk&P9 we have
(2)

Sr»i^iOO<°°

for ^-a.e.r.

However {0^(r)}^ is not bounded for each re(0, 1], so
(3)

V re(0? 1], 36 = (^),e/2, j./., Sr»: bl 0i(r) = oo .

Now let g be the standard Gaussian measure with mean 0 and variance 1 on
the usual Borel field SB (JZ), dg(t)=(27ut)"1/2 exp (— 2'1 *2) A and (7 be the product
measure of g, G^nr-i g- Using transformations TT, ST on J2°°, TT: ^=(^)e
^°° H» (0 A(r) ^) e fi00, ^T : ^= (^) e 12°° i-> VT fc) e Jg°°, we put TT G- GT, Sr G
= Gr and ju,r=2-\Gr+Gr). Then since
(4) Sr-i &lxl < °° holds for G-a.e.x = (xh)h if and only if a = (ah)h^l2 5
we have for the spaces
(5) »r(Ha)=l

fl^={jc=(xA)Ae/Z00|2r-i

if 2r.ifli#lW<oo,

a**l <°°} indexed by a=

and ^(£0=1/2 if

sr.i***JM = ~.
Next take re(0, 1] and fix it. Then for each n there exists unique l<Z
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which satisfies Xn ,fe|l(r)= 1 . Put hn=2~1 n(n— l)+kn.
of large numbers,
lim *i+""+*i"i»(-i) = ]
-

(6)
(7)

lim
«•>«•

i

= i

«— 1
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Then in virtue of the law

for

G-a.e.x and

for

G-a.e.x.

Consequently, it follows from 2s < 1,
(8)

lim 4+"'+*l
•*•- 2-1w(«-l)

=

for GT-a.e.x.

o

Hence,
lim *'+- l +*i-I«(-D =
•*«
2' n(n-l)

(9)

T

for

^.a.e.x.

r

for

GT-a.e.x.

On the other hand, it is easy to see that
1
lim *i+""+*'«c-D =
«->2-1<«-l)

(10)
Thus we have,
(11)

lim** +8 "' + ^" 1 " ( *- 1) ^r
~

for ^T-a.e.x.

Define /?(^)-lim *1- -1 "^"1*^"^ if the limit exists and p(x) = Q, otherwise.
«^^
2 n(n—l)
Then it follows from (11) thaip(x)=r for /iT-a.e.x and
(12)

ff(P~\E)) = x&)

holds for all £e»(!Z) .

Now put JM(J)= f ^T(^) ^W for B e33 (Jg00). Then for all J5 e» (J2°°) and for
all E<=3d(R) we have v(B n /?"1(£'))- ( ^T(5) rf^(r). Especially,
JE

(13)

PM =

*

and
(14)

Further from (2) and (5) we have t/(H^)=\ for ^-a.e.r and therefore jvt(Ha)=l.
Thus,
(15)

^(5 n Ha) = { VL*<*\B) dfi(x)
J^fl

for all B<=3&(R°°)

and for all a =
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Let SI be a a-field generated by p'1(^&(Ry) and Ha (a<=P),
see that

Then it is easy to

(16) for a fixed B^$8(M°°), jaPM (B) is an Si-measurable function of x and
(17)

ti(Br\A)=( fj.M (B) dfj.(x)
JA

for all 5e»(/r) and for all

From (16) and (17) it follows that {/JLP(X^} XGR°° is the disintegration of # with
respect to SI. However for any r there exists b=(bh)h^l2 which has property
stated in (3). Consequently, /jL\Hb)=\l2 and therefore {vPM}xeR- is non
ergodic decomposition.
Finally we will give a simple example of (X, 33) on which a probability
measure p. does not admit any disintegration with respect to a sub-a-field SI.
Let X=[0, 1], and consider a probability measure /* on 33 ([0, 1]) without
atomic part. Let Sl=33([0, 1]) and let 33 be the a -field of all /^-measurable sets.
Suppose that there would exist some disintegration {jux}xf=x of #• Then for
each A^tyi, ju,*(A)=XA(x) holds for /j-a.e.x. Since SI is countably generated,
there exists £eSl with JJL(@)=\ such that x^Q implies juf=dx on SI, where dx
is the Dirac measure at x. Especially we have JULX({X})=\ for all xe$. Hence
it holds vx=dx on S3 for all x<=®. Take any 5eS3 and put C= {x<=R | vx(B)
= 1}. Then CeSl and C n ^^^ fl ^. Thus we have B n ^^81 for all
By the way the following lemma shows that there exists ATeS! such that
*N=® and ju(N)=Q. It follows from these facts that *$l=2*. But it contradicts
to §Sl=ltJ since SI is countably generated.
Lemma. Let ju be a probability measure on 33 ([0, 1]) without atomic part
and Q be a ^-measurable set "with #(J2)>0. Then there exists Borel subset N
ofQ such that f ^=K and j>t(N)=Q.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that Q is a compact
subset of [0, 1]. Put/(0=/«(0)~ 1 /«(0n[0, t]) for 0<^^1. By the assumption/is continuous and it is easily checked that
(18)

u(®nr1([<*,m = (P-<*)vW

for

Hence we have
(19)

UL(Q n f-\E)) = »(&) l(E)

for all ^e^([03 1]) .

It follows from (18) that Q n /-1([a, ^])=*=0 for 0^v a^v ft^ 1. So using the
complete intersection property of compact sets, <£ n/~ 1 (a)=f=0 holds for all
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a<E[0, 1]. Now take Cantor's ternary set C and put N=Qr\f~l(C). Then
ja(N)=0 holds by (19) and *N=X holds by the above arguments.
Q.E.D.
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